In gênerai, both F and p will only be lipschitz regular, and their Laplacians must therefore be taken in the sense of distributions. Hence, we first observe that the distributional Laplacian of p décomposes in a regular part & r egP (an L) oc -function on Af), and a singular part, which is in turn the sum of a positive Radon measure A cu ,p t supported on the cut-locus of N, and the Dirac measure -2ö Nt supported on the submanifold N and vanishing when N has codimension greater than 1. In particular, Ap is a Radon measure itself (the singular Laplacian of the distance function was previously considered by Courtois in [8]). Here is our main technical lemma.
THEOREM ("Mean-valuelemma" (15],Theorem 2.8). (2)
-F"(r) = / Ludv n + p,(uAp)(r) JM{T) as measures on the half-line. Here p* is the operator ofpush-forward on measures, which is dual to the pull-back operator p* (if T is a measure on M, the measure p* ( T) is then
The name "mean-value lemma" is justified by the fact that, if p is the distance function from a point, one can easily dérive from (2) the classical mean-value lemma for harmonie functions on symmetrie spaces (see [15] Proposition 3.1). Formula (2) will be our method of symmetrization, and we will apply it to the following two problems: We will give bounds of H( t), which are valid for all time t, in case the domain satisfies the condition that Ap is a positive measure : this happens if and only if the mean curvature of (the regular part of) each level hypersurface p~l{r) is non-negative. Sufficient conditions for the positivity of Ap are that both the Ricci curvature of fi and the mean curvature of 3fi are non-negative (if 3fi is merely piecewise-smooth, we add the condition that the foot of every geodesie segment which minimizes the distance from dfi is a regular point of 3fi).
Under the above assumptions, we get the foUowing simple lower bound: u(t, x) dx > vol(fi) --^= vol(3fi)>/r Ja for all t > 0. The inequality becomes an equality for a flat cylinder, as its height tends to infinity (in fact in that case Ap -> 0) and continues to be true, by polyhedral approximation, for all compact, convex sets in R". We now corne to the announced comparison theorems. We start by assuming that p is the distance from a point so that the level submanifold are geodesie sphères centered at the point. To state our comparison theorem, we need to define the model domains to which we will compare our domain fi. Then let fi = Cl(K, r\, R) be the cylinder with constant curvature AT, and width R, such that the mean curvature is constant, equal to rj, on one of the two connected components of the boundary. Depending on K and f) t Cl will be an annulus in either the simply connected manifold of constant curvature K, or the hyperbolic cylinder of constant curvature K. 
The proof uses the mean-value lemma and (6), and is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 {see [15], Theorem 3.10).
We observe that, if the Ricci curvature of fi and the mean curvature of 3 fi are both non-negative, the theorem gives the well-known inequality: 
Applications to heat diffusion
We let Cl be a domain with piecewise-smooth boundary in a Riemannian manifold M. We assume Cl compact, and refer to the introduction for the définition of the tempéra-ture fonction u{ t, x) and the heat content fonction H( t) (the intégral over Ü of u(t, •) ). We will address two kinds of problemsregarding H(t):
Give lower bounds ofH(t) which are valid for all time t;
2. Examine the behavior of H( t) for small time.
We will apply the mean value lemma taking p = distance function from the boundary of Ci. About the first question, we will work in the hypothesis that Ap > 0: sufficient conditions for the positivity of Ap are given in the introduction; observe that these conditions are certainly met by convex sets in R". About the second question, we examine the case where Cl is a convex polyhedron in R" (Theorem 4), and the case where dQ is smooth (Theorem 5). However, the analysis in all these situations can be carried out using the représentation of the heat content function given by formula (8). l -u(t, x) ) dx. Let now O be a domain which satisfies: Ap > 0. Since U(T, X) < 1 for ail T, X, we immediately obtain, from (8):
So, introducé an auxiliary variable r > 0, and let: F(t, r) = / Q(r )(

We will call F(t, r) the complementary heat content fonction ; the relation with H(t) is:
H( t) -vol(fi) -F( t, 0). Hère
for all f > 0. The inequality continues to be true for any compact convex subset of R", by polyhedral approximation. Inequality (9) can be refined as follows. Fix x € fi, and apply Duhamel principle to the function (t,r) *-> f Q^ k(t, x, y) dy, where k(t, x, y) is the Dirichlet heat kernel of fi. One gets the useful inequality: (i) For each i ^ j, Cut,j is a polytope in the hyperplane 7r, ; * = {x G O : } (the "bisecting hyperplane" of n i
